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American Arbitration Association  
Commercial Arbitration Tribunal 

 
In the Matter of the Arbitration between  
        ) 
[CLAIMANT], L.P.,   ) 
        ) 
  Claimant,      ) Case No:  
        ) 16430 Y 0022012  
        ) 
   vs.      ) 
        ) 
        ) 
[Approved Insurance Provider]    ) 
        ) 
  Respondent.      ) 
 
 

AWARD OF ARBITRATOR 
[This decision has been modified to change the names of the parties and individuals 
involved in the matter] 
 
 I, THE UNDERSIGNED ARBITRATOR, having been designated in accordance with the 
arbitration agreement entered into between the above-named parties, and having been duly sworn 
and having duly heard the proofs and allegations of the Parties, on August 21, 2013, conducted a 
telephone hearing on the Motion for Summary Judgment submitted on July 12, 2013 by 
[Claimant]. Respondent, [Approved Insurance Provider] ("AIP") submitted its Opposition to 
[Claimant]'s Motion dated July 25, 2013, and [Claimant] submitted a Reply to AIP's Opposition 
dated August 2, 2013. The parties also submitted a Stipulation of Facts dated July 11, 2013, and 
a further stipulation, dated August 13, 2013, in which they (a) waived the right to an evidentiary 
hearing, (b) agreed to the Arbitrator's authority to render a decision on the motion for summary 
judgment, (c) agreed to limit the theories and arguments for their respective cases to those 
contained in the documents submitted to the Arbitrator in this proceeding, as noted above, and 
(d) agreed to define the evidentiary record as consisting of the exhibits to the submitted 
documents noted above, documents referred to in those submitted documents or their exhibits, 
and public documents related to governing laws, rules, and regulations. They also stipulated to 
the total amount of the indemnities owed to [Claimant], which would change the amount of the 
claim of the original pleading pursuant to R-6 of the Commercial Arbitration Rules, in the event 
[Claimant] prevails in this Arbitration.  
 
 Based upon the submitted documents described above, the Arbitrator makes the 
following findings:  
 
 
Background 
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 [Claimant] is challenging AIP's denial of crop insurance indemnities for crop years 2010, 
2011 and 2012. AIP claims that [Claimant] was not eligible for federal crop insurance for those 
three crop years because a [foreign national], allegedly owned a "substantial beneficial interest" 
("SBI") in the [Claimant] ranch, as that term is defined in the crop insurance policy, and 
[Claimant] failed to list [foreign national]'s interest on the crop insurance application forms. 
[Claimant] asserts that it is entitled to summary judgment as a matter of law because (1) the plain 
meaning of the term SBI in the policy in force at the time did not include owners beyond one tier 
above the ranch; (2) even if, assuming arguendo, the definition of SBI was vague or ambiguous, 
the policy must be read in favor of the insured under traditional insurance law; and (3) 
[Claimant] detrimentally relied on assurances from AIP that it was required to list only two tiers 
of ownership on the insurance application form, even though AIP had actual knowledge as early 
as 2009 of Mr. A' involvement in the ownership structure several tiers removed from [Claimant].  
AIP rejects [Claimant]'s contentions and has refused to indemnify [Claimant] as required by the 
insurance policy.  
 
Findings of Fact  
 
1. Claimant, [Claimant], L.P. ("[Claimant]"), initiated this Arbitration proceeding to recover 
crop insurance indemnities under the Rainfall Index Plan Common Policy ("Rainfall Policy") 
issued by Respondent, [AIP], for the crop years 2010 through 2012. The Rainfall Policy is 
reinsured by the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation ("FCIC"), government-owned corporation 
and an agency of the United States Department of Agriculture ("USDA"). The Risk Management 
Agency ("RMA") provides the personnel and other support to implement and carry out the 
policies and procedures of the FCIC. Although legally distinct agencies, RMA and FCIC operate 
as one entity.  
 
2.  The Rainfall Policy states that it is "reinsured by the [FCIC] under the provisions of the 
Act," and that "all provisions of the policy and rights and responsibilities of the parties are 
specifically subject to the Act." Id. (Preamble).  
 
3.  The Rainfall Policy states that the policy provisions "may not be waived or varied in any 
way by the crop insurance agent or any other agent or employee of FCIC or the company."  
 
4.  AIP as the managing general agent for [AIP] sells and services federally reinsured 
Multiple Peril Crop Insurance pursuant to the Act, the regulations promulgated by FCIC and the 
Standard Reinsurance Agreement ("SRA") between FCIC and RCIC. RCIC is an Approved 
Insurance Provider ("AIP") within the meaning of the Act…..  
 
5.  [Claimant] owns and operates a ranch in ….. [Claimant] is owned by [company A]. 
[company A] is owned by [company B)], [Company B] is owned by [Company C]. [Company C] 
is owned by [trust], a revocable trust, the grantor of which is [foreign national], and the ultimate 
beneficiaries of which are [foreign national] his wife and the children and grandchildren of 
[foreign national].  [Company C] is the only asset owned by [trust].  
 
6.  On November 22, 2006, [Claimant] first purchased a Group Risk Plan Common Policy 
from AIP covering pasture, rangeland and forage in X County … for the 2007 and 2008 crop 
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years. On September 4, 2009, [Claimant] purchased a Rainfall Policy covering pasture, 
rangeland and forage in … County, …. The Rainfall Policy would remain in effect for each of 
the crop years 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012.  
 
7.  In late 2008 and early 2009, USDA's Office of Inspector General ("OIG") audited the 
Pasture, Rangeland and Forage program. During the course of its audit, which focused on the 
2007 crop year, OIG reviewed the policies of multiple producers from several AIPs, including 
[Claimant]'s policy. OIG obtained information from the Farm Service Agency regarding 
[Claimant]'s ownership, including [Claimant]'s disclosure of foreign ownership made pursuant to 
the Agricultural Foreign Investment Disclosure Act ("AFIDA"). Because the AFIDA disclosures, 
OIG concluded that Mr. A was the ultimate beneficiary of the indemnities paid to [Claimant] and 
that [Claimant] was not eligible to participate in the Federal crop insurance program. OIG 
referred [Claimant] to RMA's … Regional Compliance Office ("SRCO"), which has jurisdiction 
over ….  
 
8.  On or about May 1, 2009, SRCO notified AIP of OIG's audit findings and that  
[Claimant] may not be eligible for insurance coverage. SRCO requested that AIP provide 
[Claimant]'s complete file for the 2007, 2008, and 2009 crop years. AIP asked [Claimant] to 
provide information documenting its ownership structure. [Claimant] provided AIP with, among 
other things, an organizational chart of [Claimant]'s ownership which disclosed that [foreign 
national] had "100% Indirect Ownership" of the layers of companies that owned [Claimant].  
 
9.  On May 6, 2009, [witness]., AIP's Field Compliance Manager, responded to RMA that 
AIP had reviewed [Claimant]'s ownership structure and "we don't believe we violated the SRA 
and in fact - we dug pretty deeply on this one prior to making a payment."  
 
10.  On May 1, 2009, subsequent to its review, AIP paid [Claimant] an indemnity of 
$136,633.00 on its policy.  
 
11.  The sales closing date and cancellation date for crop year 2010 for the Rainfall Policy 
was November 30, 2009. On August 24, 2009, AIP asked [Claimant] to provide additional SBI 
information on its policy based on its review. This request was limited to Holdings, Inc. No such 
request was made for SBI information regarding [foreign national] AIP accepted the [Claimant] 
policy for crop year 2010.  
 
12.  By letter dated August 26, 2010, RMA's ..RO informed AIP under section III.CA. of the 
SRA that it was reviewing claims paid under the [Claimant] policy and results of a "preliminary 
review" indicated the policy "may not be eligible" for coverage because a non-citizen held an 
SBI in the policy. The letter contained no final determination or conclusion by SCRO or RMA 
on any issue.  
13.  On September 1, 2009, [Claimant] contacted via e-mail [Claimant]’s Business Manager 
and informed him of a call from the OIG. [Claimant] advised [Claimant]’s Business Manager 
that "they are tlaking (sic) about recovering funds received for drought insurance during 2007, 
2008, and 2009." (Opposition to Summary Judgment ("Opp.") Ex. 17).  
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14.  The sales closing date and cancellation date for crop year 2011 for the Rainfall Policy 
was September 30, 2010. AIP did not cancel the policy, but rather accepted it for coverage for 
crop year 2011. [Claimant] did not provide, and AIP did not request, SBI information for 
[foreign national] prior to approving the policy for coverage in crop year 2011. 
  
15.  On January 4, 2011, RMA's SRCO issued Initial Findings which determined that AIP 
erred in providing coverage because [Claimant] was not eligible for insurance coverage because 
SRCO determined that Mr. A' had a 100 percent interest in Holdings. The Initial Findings sought 
repayment of overpaid indemnities in the amount of $X.00 and overstated premium in the 
amount of $Y.00 for the 2007 through 2010 crop years, inclusive. 
  
16.  By a letter dated January 18, 2011, AIP's outside counsel responded to the Initial 
Findings and asked that the SRCO initial finding be reversed or withdrawn.  
 
17.  By a letter dated April 5, 2011, [witness] advised [Claimant] of the SRCO finding, that 
"pending the outcome of the investigation AIP will not release any additional monies," and that it 
was "not able to process [[Claimant]'s] indemnity within 30 days," as required by the FCIC 
policy. 
  
18.  On June 7, 2011, RMA's SRCO issued Final Findings that affirmed the conclusions set 
forth in the Initial Findings.  
 
19.  By a letter dated June 27, 2011, AIP, through its counsel, requested that, in accordance 
with 7 C.F.R. § 400.169(c), RMA's Deputy Administrator for Compliance (DAC) issue a final 
administrative determination that reversed the Final Findings. 
  
20.  By an electronic mail dated August 15, 2011, AIC’s counsel notified counsel for 
[Claimant], of the request for reconsideration to DAC. Subsequently, on August 29, 2011, AIC 
counsel advised [Claimant] counsel that DAC had not issued a final administrative determination 
within the 90 days of the request.  
 
21.  DAC did not issue a final administrative determination within 90 days of AIP's request 
for reconsideration, and, on September 30, 2012, AIP filed a complaint with the Civilian Board 
of Contract Appeals (CBCA) seeking to compel the issuance of a final administrative 
determination or, in the alternative, the reversal of the Final Findings.  
 
22.  The sales closing date and cancellation date for crop year 2012 for the [Claimant] policy 
was September 30, 2011. AIP did not cancel the policy, but rather accepted it for coverage for 
crop year 2012. [Claimant] did not provide, and AIP did not request SBI information for Mr. A 
prior to approving the policy for coverage in crop year 2012.  
23.  On October 27, 2011, DAC issued a Final Administrative Determination upholding the 
SRCO Final Findings and denying reinsurance for the [Claimant] policy for crop years 2007, 
2008, 2009, and 2010.  
 
24.  On October 31, 2011, AIP filed an Amended Complaint against FCIC before the CBCA 
asking that the CBCA reverse the RMA Final Agency Determination in its entirety. 
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25.  On April 13,2012, AIP, through e-mail from AIP counsel, confirmed that the  
[Claimant] policy for crop year 2012, remained, as of that date, "active."  
 
26.  On July 1, 2012, AIP sent [Claimant] an "MPCI Premium Billing Statement" in the 
amount of $128,675 for coverage on its policy for crop year 2012. [Claimant] paid the bill 
promptly.  
 
27.  On June 5, 2012, the CBCA approved a motion by [Claimant] to appear in its case, as an 
amicus curiae, regarding its policy, recognizing that the direct parties to the CBCA litigation 
were RMA and AIP.  
 
28.  On November 12, 2012, AIP informed [Claimant] that mediation had occurred in the 
CBCA between AIP and USDA, and that the litigation settled. The CBCA denied [Claimant]'s 
request to observe or participate in the mediation.  
 
29.  On November 16, 2012, AIP, by letter from [witness], informed [Claimant] that it had 
"determined that [Claimant] was not eligible to participate in the Federal crop insurance program 
for the 2010, 2011, and 2012 crop years" and would deny payment on all indemnities for those 
years. It offered to refund premium for those years by providing checks for the appropriate 
amounts. It also informed [Claimant] that AIP was taking no action with respect to losses that 
occurred in crop years 2007 through 2009. AIP issued checks to [Claimant] reflecting of the 
amount of the premium originally paid, and [Claimant] is holding the checks pending the 
outcome of this Arbitration proceeding.  
 
30.  On November 28, 2012, [Claimant] responded that it was "surprised" by [witness]'s 
letter, noted that the letter did "not point to any policy term or provision with which you [AIP] 
assert [Claimant] has not complied," and notes that [Claimant] would pursue its rights in 
Arbitration.  
 
31.  On December 6, 2012, AIP notified [Claimant] that its application for crop year 2013 
appeared incomplete because a person with an SBI had been omitted, presumably [foreign 
national] The letter cited the amended definition of SBI contained in the 2013 Rainfall Index 
Vegetation Index Common Policy. In response to this letter, [Claimant] on December 19, 2012, 
asked that its application for coverage for crop year 2013 be withdrawn until it could re-examine 
its ownership structure to determine steps needed to comply with the revised policy terms. 
  
32.  The definition for SBI contained in the Rainfall Policy, which applied to [Claimant]'s 
crop insurance policies issued by AIP for crop years 2010 through 2012, was as follows:  
 Substantial beneficial interest - An interest held by any person of at least 10 percent in 
you (e.g., there are two partnerships that each have a 50 percent interest in you and each 
partnership is made up of two individuals, each with a 50 percent share in the partnership. In this 
case, each individual would be considered to have a 25 percent interest in you, and both the 
partnerships and the individuals would have a substantial beneficial interest in you. The spouses 
of the individuals would not be considered to have a substantial beneficial interest unless the 
spouse was one of the individuals that made up the partnership. However, if each partnership is 
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made up of six individuals with equal interests, then each would only have an 8.33 percent 
interest in you and although the partnership would still have a substantial beneficial interest in 
you, the individuals would not for the purposes of reporting in section 2). The spouse of any 
individual applicant or individual insured will be presumed to have a substantial beneficial 
interest in the applicant or insured unless the spouses can prove they are legally separated or 
otherwise legally separate under the applicable state dissolution of marriage laws. Any child of 
an individual applicant or individual insured will not be considered to have a substantial 
beneficial interest in the applicant or insured unless the child has a separate legal interest in such 
person.  
 Rainfall Index Plan Common Policy 10-00RI, 4 of 17 (2010).  
 
33. For the 2013 crop year, RMA merged the Rainfall Policy and Vegetation Index Common 
Policy into a single policy captioned Rainfall Index Vegetation Index Common Policy (RIVI 
Policy). RMA amended the definition of SBI contained in the RIVI Policy to read as follows:  
 
 Substantial beneficial interest means an interest held by any person of at least 10 
percent in you. This includes all persons, whether foreign or domestic.  
 (1) All corporations, partnerships, individuals etc., must be included until the 10 percent 
interest is reached. For example, there are two corporations that each has a 50 percent interest in 
you. Each corporation is comprised of two foreign partnerships. Two of the foreign partnerships 
have a 50 percent interest in one corporation and the other two foreign partnerships have a 50 
percent interest in the other corporation. Each of the four foreign partnerships is comprised of 
two individuals, each having a 50 percent interest in the respective foreign partnership. In this 
example, each individual would be considered to have a 12.5 percent interest in you. The 
corporations, foreign partnerships and individuals, whether foreign or domestic, would all have 
to be reported as having a substantial beneficial interest in you.  
 (2) The spouse of any individual applicant or individual insured will be presumed to have 
a 50 percent interest in the applicant or insured unless the spouses can prove they are legally 
separated or otherwise legally separate under the applicable state dissolution of marriage laws.  
 (3) Any child of an individual applicant or individual insured will not be considered to 
have a substantial beneficial interest in the applicant or insured unless the child has a separate 
legal interest in such person.  
 Rainfall and Vegetation Index Plan Common Policy 13-RIVI at 5 of 28 (2013).  
 
34.  Section 2 of the Rainfall Policy, captioned "Life of Policy, Cancellation, and  
Termination," contains the procedures relating to the reporting of persons with a  
substantial beneficial interest and provides, as here pertinent:  
 
 (b) With respect to your application for insurance:  
*  *  * 
  
 (3) In addition to the requirements of section 2(b)(1) or (2), you must include the 
following for all persons who have a substantial beneficial interest in you:  
  (i)  The SSN for individuals; or  
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  (ii)  The EIN for persons other than individuals and the SSNs for all 
individuals that comprise the person with the EIN if such individuals have a substantial 
beneficial interest in you ..... 
 
*  *  * 
  
 (6) With respect to persons with a substantial beneficial interest in you:  
  (ii) Your policies for all crops included on your application, and for applicable  
  crop years, will be void if the SSN or EIN of any person with a substantial  
  beneficial interest in you is incorrect or is not included on your application ....  
 
 (7) When any of your policies are void under sections 2(b)(5) or (6):  
  (i)  You must repay any indemnity payment that may have been paid for 
   applicable crop years ...  
  
*  *  * 
 
 (10)  If you are, or a person with a substantial beneficial interest in you is, not  eligible 
to obtain a SSN or EIN, whichever is required, you must request an assigned number for the 
purposes of this policy from us:  
  (i) A number will be provided only if you can demonstrate you are, or a person  
  with a substantial beneficial interest in you is, eligible to receive Federal benefits.. 
  
*  *  * 
 
  (iii) If a number cannot be provided for any person with a substantial beneficial  
  interest in you in accordance with section 2(b)(10)(i), the amount of coverage will 
  be reduced proportionately by the percentage interest of such person in you ....  
 
Conclusions of Law  
 
 A. Plain Meaning,  
 
 Conclusion: The plain meaning of the term "substantial beneficial interest" under the 
FCIC crop insurance policy in effect for crop years 2010, 2011 and 2012, did not result in the 
inclusion of [foreign national] as the holder of a "substantial beneficial interest" in [Claimant] for 
purposes of the policy, and thus [Claimant] was eligible for coverage under the Rainfall and 
Vegetation Index Plan Common Policy for each of those years. [Claimant] is entitled to 
Summary Judgment on this basis.  
 
 
 Discussion: It is well settled that an insurance policy is a contract between the insured 
and the insurer, and, in construing it, a court must first look to the language of the contract. 
"Where [insurance] contract language is not ambiguous, a written contract duly signed and 
executed speaks for itself and binds the parties without the necessity of extrinsic evidence." In re 
Corriea, 719 A.2d 1234, 1239 (D.C.1998). An insurance contract is not ambiguous "merely 
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because the parties do not agree on the interpretation of the contract provision in question." Byrd 
v. Allstate Ins. Go., 622 A.2d 691,694 (D.C.1993); Gorriea, supra, 719 A.2d at 1239.  
 
 On its face, the definition of S81 governing the [Claimant] policy for the relevant crop 
years required disclosure only of two tiers of ownership (that is, the insured and the direct 
owners of the insured). Nothing in the definition expressly required the insured to disclose S81 
information for ownership beyond one tier above the insured, and it was established industry 
practice to interpret the language as limiting the SBI reporting requirement to these two tiers.  
 
 The definition of SBI in effect was as follows:  
 

Substantial beneficial interest - An interest held by any person of at least 10 percent in 
you (e.g., there are two partnerships that each have a 50 percent interest in you and each 
partnership is made up of two individuals, each with a 50 percent share in the partnership. 
In this case, each individual would be considered to have a 25 percent interest in you, and 
both the partnerships and the individuals would have a substantial beneficial interest in 
you. The spouses of the individuals would not be considered to have a substantial 
beneficial interest unless the spouse was one of the individuals that made up the 
partnership. However, if each partnership is made up of six individuals with equal 
interests, then each would only have an 8.33 percent interest in you and although the 
partnership would still have a substantial beneficial interest in you, the individuals would 
not for the purposes of reporting in section 2). The spouse of any individual applicant or 
individual insured will be presumed to have a substantial beneficial interest in the 
applicant or insured unless the spouses can prove they are legally separated or otherwise 
legally separate under the applicable state dissolution of marriage laws. Any child of an 
individual applicant or individual insured will not be considered to have a substantial 
beneficial interest in the applicant or insured unless the child has a separate legal interest 
in such person.  

 Rainfall Index Plan Common Policy 10-00RI, 4 of 17 (2010).  
 
 This language, on its face, limits the application of S81 to the first two tiers of owners in 
two places: First, the opening sentence defines S81 as "An interest held by any person ... in you." 
The "you" in this sentence refers to the insured, in this case [Claimant]. The "any person" is then 
defined as one who holds an interest "in you," that is, the first-layer direct owners of the insured. 
Second, the example set forth in the definition explicitly supports limiting the definition to two 
layers of ownership: in this case, the insured and the immediate members of two partnerships 
that own interests directly in the insured. It only looks to ownership one tier above the insured.  
 
 Indeed, the evidence in the stipulated record demonstrates that this interpretation- the 
limitation of S81 reporting to two tiers of ownership - was well understood within the crop 
insurance community, including both AIP and RMA, at the time when binding decisions had to 
be made by AIP and [Claimant] to enter into the insurance policies for the disputed years. It had 
been AIP's and RMA's practice prior to this case to only require disclosure of SBI information 
for ownership one tier above the insured, consistent with the express terms of this definition. 
Deposition of AIP's own field compliance manager [witness], at 26-29 (Summary Judgment 
Motion, Exhibit 12); … Expert Report at 12-14 (Summary Judgment Motion, Exhibit 13). 
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Neither Mr. ___ nor [witness]lose could recall a single instance prior to [Claimant] where RMA 
had ever taken action against any participating insurance company in the FCIC program for 
failing to provide SBI information for anyone other than those two levels.  
 
 Following this industry-wide understanding, AIP reviewed the [Claimant] policy in early 
2009 explicitly with respect to the propriety of Mr. A' ownership interest, and determined that, 
since Mr. A' interest was several tiers removed from the insured entity, the policy was properly 
structured. AIP then communicated this determination to both RMA and [Claimant]. (See 
Stipulations #6, 7, 8, and 9.)  
 
 Further, [witness], the RMA witness, when asked in her deposition whether there had 
been any prior instance where RMA had taken action against any participating insurance 
company for failing to provide SBI information beyond the two tiers, declined to answer 
following objection from USDA counsel that it was outside the scope of her testimony. See 
[witness] deposition at 13. (Summary Judgment Motion, Exhibit 14) However, in a June 23, 
2011 memorandum regarding an unrelated matter, [witness] stated "a wholly-owned Swiss 
corporation which wholly owns a Nevada Corporation which wholly owns a Texas Corporation 
that obtained crop insurance is entitled to participate in the FCIP and is not excluded from 
federal benefits under [PRWORA]." Summary Judgment Motion, Exhibit 15. In that case RMA 
did not "drill down" to determine if any foreign individuals owned more than 10 percent of the 
Swiss corporation. See also May 22, 2012 Letter from AIP Counsel to RMA Counsel, Summary 
Judgment Motion, Summary Judgment Motion, Exhibit 16.  
 
 RMA ultimately changed its interpretation with respect to SB1 reporting on its crop 
insurance policy, but not until after the applicable sales closing date, contract change date, and 
cancellation date for crop years 2010, 2011, and 2012 - the years in dispute in this Arbitration. 
The Rainfall Index Policy allowed RMA to make changes in policy terms and procedures, but 
only if notice of those changes was provided to insureds and insurance companies prior to the 
contract change date. To be effective, policy amendments were required to be publicized on the 
RMA website. Rainfall Index Plan Common Policy, Section 3 (page 8 of 17) (Summary 
Judgment Motion, Exhibit 2). This was not done.  
 
 In this case, RMA changed its interpretation of the term "substantial business interest" in 
a material way by adding the new concept of "imbedded entities" (sic), but only through a 
litigation document issued after the fact. Indeed, the first place that RMA, in an agency-level 
document, defined SBI to require disclosure of an "imbedded" (sic.) entity was in the Final 
Administrative Determination issued by RMA's Director of Compliance against AIP with respect 
to the [Claimant] policy on October 27, 2011 -almost a full month after the applicable binding 
sales closing and cancellation date for crop year 2012, which was September 30, 2011. 
(Summary Judgment Motion, Exhibit 5) The October 2011 Final Administrative Determination 
was not sufficient notice to change the prior interpretation of SBI. In addition to its being issued 
after all the relevant deadlines -- the contract change date, the sales closing date, and the 
cancellation date for 2010, 2011, and 2012, all three of the crop years in dispute in this 
Arbitration - RMA also failed to provide any general notice to the public or even the 
participating insurance carriers as required in section 3 of the policy. See [witness] Deposition at 
43-44 testifying that the term "imbedded entity" (sic) was a "unique concept new to me."  
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 For the 2013 crop year, RMA did in fact formally amend the definition of SBI in the 
2013 Rainfall Policy, for the first time now defining SBI to include ownership beyond one tier 
above the insured. The definition of SBI in effect for crop year 2013 differed substantially from 
the definition of SBI in effect for all preceding crop years. Both the opening sentence of the 
definition and the example were changed to require "drilling down" beyond the second tier (See 
subparagraph (1) below):  
 

Substantial beneficial interest means an interest held by any person of at least 10 
percent in you. This includes all persons, whether foreign or domestic.  
(1) All corporations, partnerships, individuals etc., must be included until the 10 percent 
interest is reached. For example, there are two corporations that each has a 50 percent 
interest in you. Each corporation is comprised of two foreign partnerships. Two of the 
foreign partnerships have a 50 percent interest in one corporation and the other two 
foreign partnerships have a 50 percent interest in the other corporation. Each of the four 
foreign partnerships is comprised of two individuals, each having a 50 percent interest in 
the respective foreign partnership. In this example, each individual would be considered 
to have a 12.5 percent interest in you. The corporations, foreign partnerships and 
individuals, whether foreign or domestic, would all have to be reported as having a 
substantial beneficial interest in you.  
(2) The spouse of any individual applicant or individual insured will be presumed to have 
a 50 percent interest in the applicant or insured unless the spouses can prove they are 
legally separated or otherwise legally separate under the applicable state dissolution of 
marriage laws.  
(3) Any child of an individual applicant or individual insured will not be considered to 
have a substantial beneficial interest in the applicant or insured unless the child has a 
separate legal interest in such person.  

 Rainfall and Vegetation Index Plan Common Policy 13-RIVI at 5 of 28 (2013). 
  
 This new 2013 SBI definition represents an admission by RMA that the earlier SBI 
definition in effect for crop years 2010, 2011, and 2012 did not require reporting of SBI holdings 
beyond the second ownership tier. The 2013 Policy for the first time specifically requires that 
"All corporations, partnerships, individuals etc., must be included until the 10 percent interest is 
reached." The new 2013 provision was NOT in effect for the crop years at issue in this case, i.e., 
2010 through 2012.  
 
 On its face, the definition of SBI in effect for the crop years prior to 2013 (that is, for 
2010, 2011, and 2012) did not require disclosure of ownership beyond one tier above the insured. 
The change in that definition for crop year 2013 reflects a shift in RMA policy and evidences 
that the definition did not require further disclosure prior to the implementation of the change. 
Moreover, RMA's shift in policy with regard to the definition of SBI for crop year 2013 cannot 
impact AIP's obligation to honor its insurance agreement with [Claimant] for crop years 2010 
through 2012. As noted by AIP counsel in an August 1, 2012 email:  
 
“I'm not sure if you already saw this, but RMA has changed the definition of SBI in the Rainfall 
Index/Vegetation Index Policy (p. 5 of 28). This addresses our situation and, in my view, is a 
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tacit admission the prior policy was not clear. Because the Common Crop Insurance Policy is a 
regulation, a similar change to the CCIP requires a proposed rule and public comment.” 
 
Summary Judgment Motion, Exhibit 16. See also [witness] deposition at 69-73 and  
Expert Report at 13-14.  
 
 B. Vagueness. 
 
 Conclusion: To the extent that the SBI definition in effect for 2010, 2011, and 2012 was 
vague, the term must be construed in favor of the insured. Accordingly, [Claimant] is entitled to 
insurance coverage for each of those years. [Claimant] is entitled to Summary Judgment on this 
basis.  
 
 Discussion: When an insurance policy can be given multiple reasonable interpretations, 
"[i]t is a settled rule that policies of insurance will be interpreted and construed liberally in favor 
of the insured and strictly against the insurer." Texas Industries, Inc. v. Factory Mut. Ins. Co., 
486 F.3d 844 (2007), (quoting Kelly Assocs., Ltd. v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 681 S.W.2d 593, 596 
(Tex. 1984))1. As discussed under Conclusion A above, the definition of SBI in effect for 2010, 
2011, and 2012 on its face does not contain any specific requirement to report ownership on a 
crop insurance policy application beyond one tier above the insured. However, even assuming, 
arguendo, that the definition is ambiguous, that provision must be interpreted in favor of the 
insured as a matter of law, and [Claimant] is entitled to summary judgment.  
 
 AIP argues that RMA's interpretation of the definition of SBI is entitled to deference 
under a "fundamental axiom" (citing a 1993 Treatise). This Arbitrator rejects this argument, as it 
ignores more recent Supreme Court and federal court decisions that limit the deference to be 
afforded federal agencies in interpreting their own regulations, as well as RMA's own treatment 
of the definition.  
 
 In Christopher v. SmithKline Beecham Corp., 80 U.S.L.W. 4463, 132 S. Ct. 2156 (U.S. 
2012), the U.S. Supreme Court limited the deference afforded to agencies' interpretations of their 
own regulations. In Christopher, pharmaceutical salesmen brought an action for unpaid overtime 
compensation against their employer, even though regulations promulgated under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act ("FLSA") exclude from overtime compensation "outside salesmen." The U.S. 
Department of Labor ("DOL") had historically interpreted the definition of "outside salesmen" to 
require only that the employee "in some sense" make a sale. The DOL, however, offered a new  

                                                 
1 [State] insurance contract law governs the interpretation of the Policy. "A federal court sitting in diversity 
jurisdiction applies the choice oflaw rules of the forum state (or district or territory)...." Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. 
Travelers Indem. Co., 78 F.3d 639,642 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (citing Klaxon Co. v. Stentor Elec. Mfg. Co., 313 U.S. 
487,496 (1941)). District of Columbia courts apply the law ofthe state with the more substantial interest in the 
matter. Blair v. Prudential Ins. Co. of Am., 472 F.2d 1356, 1359 (D.C. Cir. 1972) (citing Fowler v. A & A Co., 262 
A.2d 344, 348 (D.C. 1970)). In this case, ... has the most substantial interest, since it is both the location where the 
underlying events occurred and the place ofthe insured's headquarters. See Greycoat Hanover F St. Ltd. P'ship v. 
Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 657 A.2d 764, 768 (D.C. 1995); Potomac Elec. Power Co. v. Cal. Union Ins. Co., 777 F. 
Supp. 968, 973 (D.D.C. 1991). Thus, the insurance policy must be interpreted in accordance with ... law. See 
Cameron v. USAA Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 733 A.2d 965 (D.C. 1999).  
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interpretation in an amicus brief that, if accepted, would have rendered the employees entitled to 
overtime compensation. The federal district court, the Ninth Circuit and the U.S. Supreme Court 
all agreed that the DOL's interpretation was not entitled to such deference. The Court ruled as 
follows:  
 
 In this case, there are strong reasons for withholding the deference that Auer generally 

requires. Petitioners invoke the DOL's interpretation of ambiguous regulations to impose 
potentially massive liability on respondent for conduct that occurred well before that 
interpretation was announced. To defer to the agency's interpretation in this circumstance 
would seriously undermine the principle that agencies should provide regulated parties 
"fair warning of the conduct [a regulation] prohibits or requires." Gates & Fox Co. v. 
Occupational Safety and Health Review Comm'n, 790 F. 2d 154, 156 (CADC 1986) 
(Scalia, J.). [footnote omitted]. Indeed, it would result in precisely the kind of "unfair 
surprise" against which our cases have long warned. See Long Island Care at Home, Ltd. 
v. Coke, 551 U. S. 158, 170-171 (2007) (deferring to new interpretation that "create[d] no 
unfair surprise" because agency had proceeded through notice¬and-comment 
rulemaking); Martin v. Occupational Safety and Health Review Comm'n, 499 U. S. 144, 
158 (1991) (identifying "adequacy of notice to regulated parties" as one factor relevant to 
the reasonableness of the agency's interpretation); NLRB v. Bell Aerospace Co., 416 U. 
S. 267, 295 (1974) (suggesting that an agency should not change an interpretation in an 
adjudicative proceeding where doing so would impose "new liability ... on individuals for 
past actions which were taken in good faith reliance on [agency] pronouncements" or in a 
case involving "fines or damages").  

 
Christopher, 132 S. Cl. at 2167. The Court further noted that deference to an agency 
interpretation of its regulations is not appropriate:  
 

...when the agency's interpretation conflicts with a prior interpretation, see, e.g., Thomas 
Jefferson Univ. v. Shalala, 512 U. S. 504, 515 (1994), or when it appears that the 
interpretation is nothing more than a "convenient litigating position," Bowen v. 
Georgetown Univ. Hospital, 488 U.S. 204, 213 (1988), or a" 'post hoc 
rationalizatio[n]'advanced by an agency seeking to defend past agency action against 
attack," Auer, supra, at 462 (quoting Bowen, supra, at 212; alteration in original). 
  

Id. at 2166.  
 
  Like the DOL's interpretation of the definition of "outside salesmen" in Christopher, 
RMA's new interpretation of its definition of "SBI" should not be accorded deference. Prior to 
this case, RMA had never interpreted SBI to require the drilling down beyond the second tier of 
ownership. The term "imbedded (sic) entity" does not appear in any RMA rule, policy, 
handbook, memorandum, or other form, and neither the term nor the concept had been applied 
by RMA in any public way until the RMA's Southern Regional Compliance Office (SCRO) used 
it as the basis for a litigation position, in this case its Initial Finding against AIP regarding 
[Claimant]'s policy, in January 2011. Nor did the term appear (nor had the concept ever been 
applied) by RMA's national office until the RMA's Final Administrative Determination against 
AIP regarding [Claimant] in October 2011 - after the policy's sales closing and cancellation dates 
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for crop years 2010, 2011, and 2012, all three of the years under dispute in this arbitration. 
(Summary Judgment Motion, Exhibits 3 and 5). In both of these instances, the concept was 
raised solely in the context of RMA's litigation against AIP regarding its reinsurance of the 
[Claimant] policy, and not in any broader regulatory context.  
 
 Indeed, as noted above, AIP's designated expert witness, [witness] of RMA, authored a 
June 23, 2011 memorandum regarding an unrelated matter, in which she failed to apply the 
concept of "embedded entities." See Motion Exhibit 15; see also May 22, 2012 Letter from 
Counsel to AIP to RMA Counsel, Motion Exhibit 16.  
 
 Indeed, AIP's own field compliance manager, [witness], testified in his deposition that it 
had always been AIP's and RMA's practice prior to this case to only require disclosure of SBI 
information for ownership one tier above the insured, consistent with the express terms of this 
definition. [witness] Dep. at 26-29 (Motion Exhibit 12). [witness] further testified that RMA had 
changed its long-held interpretation of the definition of SBI to conveniently "fit" the [Claimant] 
case - precisely the type of after-the-fact interpretation that the Supreme Court rejected in 
Christopher. See [witness] Dep. at 44 (Motion Exhibit 12). 
  
 Even before Christopher, the Supreme Court imposed limits on the availability of 
deference to an agency's interpretation of its own rules. Deference, for instance, does not apply to 
an agency's interpretation of an unambiguous regulation, Christensen v. Harris County, 529 U.S. 
576, 588 (2000). Thus, since the plain meaning of the definition of SBI is limited to one tier 
above the insured, as [Claimant] asserts, RMA's after-the-fact interpretation to the contrary is of 
no significance.  
 
 Finally, AIP argues that it (and private carriers of FCIC crop insurance policies in 
general) should be exempt from the normal rule that vague terms be interpreted in favor of the 
insured because FCIC crop insurance policies are promulgated by FCIC, not the insurance 
carrier. AIP cites no authority or precedent for this view. While FCIC ultimately promulgates all 
FCIC insurance policies, insurance companies like AIP act as partners of RMA/FCIC in the 
development and delivery of those policies, and benefit directly in the financial rewards for those 
policies under the Standard Reinsurance Agreement. Companies like AIP have substantial access 
to RMA's policy development process far greater than any individual customer, and use that 
access routinely to help shape policy terms.  
 
 AIP itself relied on the principle of interpreting vague insurance policy terms in favor of 
the insured in its separate litigation with RMA over whether RMA would provide reinsurance on 
the [Claimant] policy. In its Amended Complaint before the Civilian Board of Contract Appeals 
(Summary Judgment Motion Exhibit 10), AIP included under Count II the following:  
"27. FCIC has a duty to issue policies that are not vague or ambiguous.  
 
"28. FCIC breached its duty to AIP by issuing policies and procedures that are vague and 
ambiguous."  
 
 Because of the negotiated settlement reached in November 2012 between RMA and AIP 
(with [Claimant] excluded), the CBCA itself never had the chance to rule on the merits of this 
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issue. (See Stipulation 25) Even within AIP, however, AIP field compliance manager [witness] 
conceded that, in his view, the RMA position was untenable and AIP should have allowed 
CBCA that chance to rule in favor of the position AIP took in its Amended Complaint, including 
that a vague provision cannot be enforced. See [witness] deposition, at 80-81.  
 
C. Detrimental Reliance.  
 
 Conclusion: AIP made assurances to [Claimant] with respect to its eligibility to obtain 
crop insurance in each of the three years in dispute, and [Claimant] reasonably relied on those 
assurances to its detriment. As a result, [Claimant] is entitled to coverage, and AIP is estopped 
from denying coverage, for each of the three disputed crop years on the ground of detrimental 
reliance and promissory estoppel. [Claimant] is entitled to Summary Judgment on this basis.  
 
 Discussion: Under ... law, a plaintiff alleging promissory estoppel must establish (1) a 
promise; (2) foreseeability of reliance thereon by the promisor; (3) substantial reliance thereon 
by the promisee. English v. Fischer, 660 S.w.2d 521, 524 21 (Tex.1993). The undisputed facts 
on the record demonstrate that AIP provided assurances to [Claimant], and that [Claimant] 
reasonably relied on those assurances by AIP to its detriment, in obtaining insurance from AIP 
for crop years 2010, 2011, and 2012. Specifically, AIP and its Agent assured [Claimant] that 
[Claimant] was not required to report on its insurance application SBI information other than for 
the insured and one tier of ownership above the insured. It is undisputed that [Claimant] 
disclosed to AIP as early as April 2009 that [foreign national] had an ownership interest several 
tiers removed from [Claimant]. Indeed, [witness], the AIP employee responsible for conducting a 
review to determine whether the SBI requirements had been met, was well aware of [foreign 
national]’s relationship to [Claimant], and determined that disclosure of SBI information for 
[foreign national] was not required. [witness] Deposition at 23.  
 
 For each of the crop years in question, [Claimant] purchased the Rainfall Policy from 
AIP, AIP accepted [Claimant]'s application for insurance, charged premium, and assured 
[Claimant] that the policy was in force - despite AIP's having direct actual knowledge during this 
entire period of the ownership interest held by [foreign national] and of the concerns being raised 
about it by RMA. [Claimant] proceeded to operate its ranching business in reliance on the 
protection provided by these crop insurance policies and AIP's repeated indications that the 
policies remained in effect.  
 
 Even though AIP was aware in 2009 that RMA was questioning whether [Claimant] was 
eligible to participate in the Federal crop insurance program, AIP failed to provide [Claimant] an 
initial notice that its coverage might be at risk until April 2011-- shortly after the SCRO issued 
its Initial Findings. By that time, the sales closing and cancellation dates for crop years 2010 and 
2011 - that is, the dates by which both the insurance company and the customer must make 
binding coverage decisions for the coming year -- had come and gone. Even after that, AIP 
continued to sell coverage to [Claimant] for the 2012 crop year without requesting SBI 
information (an SSN or EIN) for the foreign national, continued to charge premium, and reported 
to [Claimant] as late as April 2012 that its policy was still "active." (Summary Judgment Motion, 
Exhibit 15)  
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 AIP argues that [Claimant] did not rely on AIP's conduct in renewing its insurance policy 
for crop year 2012, in effect conceding the factual basis for [Claimant]'s detrimental reliance 
claim for 2010 and 2011. In separating out 2012, AIP notes that it informed [Claimant] of the 
RMA Regional Office's January 2011 Initial Finding against AIP and the ensuring litigation. But 
this attempt to exclude 2012 from coverage is inconsistent with several undisputed facts, 
including (a) that AIP repeatedly advised [Claimant] during 2011 and 2012 that the RMA Initial 
Finding was wrong on the merits and that it, AIP, intended to contest the RMA Finding through 
available appeal channels, and (b) that AIP continued to bill and accept premium for 2012 and 
issue coverage despite the pending RMA Finding. Obviously, AIP made its repeated advisories 
to [Claimant] at least partly because it did not want to lose premium for the 2012 policy. AIP 
should not be relieved from its responsibility to [Claimant] to stand behind the policy it issued to 
[Claimant]. [Claimant] reasonably relied to its detriment on these communications from AIP in 
renewing its policy for 2012 (a decision required to be made on or before the sales closing date 
of September 30, 2011), just as it reasonably had relied on assurances from AIP in renewing its 
policy for 2010 and 2011.  
 
 Further, AIP argued that, even though it never requested that [Claimant] report SBI 
information for [foreign national] at the time it applied for coverage during the three years in 
dispute, FCIC crop insurance nevertheless is a "self-certification" program and that [Claimant] 
was required to report the information despite [AIP]’s assurances that it was not necessary. This 
argument falls to facts on the record. During the August 27, 2013 oral hearing, counsel for 
[Claimant] pointed to the text of the actual certification that [Claimant] was required to sign on 
its annual insurance application. (Respondent's Opposition, Exhibit 10, line 38 on the 
Application Form.) It says: "I certify that the information and answers on this application are 
correct to my knowledge and belief...." (Emphasis added.) This “knowledge and belief” certainly 
was informed by the advice [Claimant] had received from AIP that the SBI information on Mr. A 
was not required, making the certification truthful and accurate on its face. There was no failure 
of "self certification" by [Claimant].  
 
 Finally, AIP argues that [Claimant]'s claims of detrimental reliance and estoppel are not 
available, citing principally the case precedents of FCIC v. Merrill, 332 U.S. 380 (1947) and 
Skymont Farms v. FCIC, U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50128, 1 (E.D. Tenn. 2012) and their progeny. We 
reject this application of the Merrill and Skymont cases. Merrill was decided during a time when 
FCIC contracted directly with farmers, and was based on the premise that estoppel claims 
against the government are not allowed. Indeed, the Court in Merrill specifically noted "[W]e 
assume that recovery could be had against a private insurance company. But the corporation 
[FCIC] is not a private insurance company." 332 U.S. at 383. While some courts have extended 
the Merrill doctrine to private insurance companies reinsured by the government, courts have 
refused to do so when - as with the FCIA - the statute does not make the private insurance 
company a "fiscal agent" of the government. See Dailey v. American Growers Ins., 103 S.W. 3d 
60, 69-70 (2003). AIP's reliance on Skymont Farms is also misplaced. Critical to that ruling was 
the fact that Plaintiff in that case withheld material information regarding ownership of the farm 
from the private insurance carrier. In the case at hand, it is undisputed AIP had actual knowledge 
as early as 2009 that [foreign national] had an ownership interest in the enterprise several tiers 
removed from [Claimant], yet continued to accept premiums and bind coverage.  
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 D. [State] Insurance Code. The parties have stipulated that [Claimant] can pursue 
claims founded on the [State] Insurance Code can in state court after this Arbitration proceeding 
is concluded. Those state law claims, including special damages and attorneys fees, were not 
considered in this arbitration and Claimant has reserved its rights to pursue those claims, special 
damages, and attorneys fees in state court.  
 
 Based on the foregoing, this Arbitrator concludes that:  

1. The plain meaning of the term "substantial beneficial interest" under the FCIC 
crop insurance policy in effect for crop years 2010, 2011 and 2012, did not result in the 
inclusion of [foreign national] as the holder of a "substantial beneficial interest" in 
[Claimant] for purposes of the policy and, as a result, [Claimant], as a matter of law, was 
eligible for coverage for all three of the years in dispute.  
2. To the extent that the definition of SBI in effect for 2010, 2011, and 2012 was 
vague or ambiguous, the traditional rule that a vague or ambiguous insurance term be 
read in favor of the insured must apply. Therefore, [Claimant] was eligible for coverage 
for all three of the years in dispute.  
3. AIP made assurances to [Claimant] with respect to its eligibility to obtain crop 
insurance in each of the three years in dispute, and [Claimant] reasonably relied on those 
assurances to its detriment. As a result, [Claimant] is entitled to coverage and AIP is 
estopped from denying coverage for all three of the disputed crop years on the ground of 
detrimental reliance or promissory estoppel.  
4. [Claimant] is entitled to Summary Judgment on all three of the grounds noted 
above.  

 
AWARD.  
 
 [Claimant] is the prevailing party in this arbitration. Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED 
that AIP must pay to [Claimant] the indemnities due it under the Rainfall and Vegetation Index 
Plan Common Policy for crop years 2010, 2011, and 2012, plus statutory interest in accordance 
with section 21 of the Rainfall Index Basic Provisions. Based upon the stipulation of the parties, 
the amount of the indemnities due to [Claimant] from AIP is $X.00. Additionally, AIP is 
responsible for all administrative costs of this arbitration, totaling $X.00, as well as the 
Arbitrator's compensation and expenses, totaling $X.00. AIP shall pay [Claimant] the sum of 
$X.00 as reimbursement for [Claimant]'s advancement of these costs.  
 
 This Award is in full settlement of all claims submitted to this Arbitration. All claims not 
expressly granted herein are hereby DENIED.  
I, Arbitrator, do hereby affirm upon my oath as Arbitrator that I am the individual described in 
and who executed this instrument which is my Award.  
 
 
  Signed this … day of …, 2013  
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  ______________________________________________  
  Arbitrator  
 


